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Mo8va8ons 

Common	  in	  the	  Universe.	  Binary	  frac8on	  fb:	  	  
l  50%,	  the	  Galac8c	  field	  stars;	  	  
l  70%,	  massive	  O	  stars,	  6	  open	  clusters	  (Sana	  et	  al.	  

2012);	  
l  100%,	  young	  massive	  SPs	  (Kouwenhoven	  et	  al.	  

2007).	  
	  

Binary	  interac8ons	  (mass	  transfer,	  merge,	  …	  ),	  different	  
evolu8on	  path.	  means:	  

l  Different	  distribu8on	  in	  the	  CMD	  	  (M/L,	  colours,…,	  
derived	  proper8es	  of	  galaxies);	  

l  Different	  amount/kind	  of	  elements,	  ejected	  wind	  
power	  (feedback,	  gas	  cooling,	  …,	  of	  galaxies).	  
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Mo8va8on:	  EPS	  models	  in	  history 
models main	  characteris8c 

BC	  series:	  GISSEL98,	  BC03,	  CB07,	  CB11	  

Maraston	  series:	  Maraston	  (1998;	  2005);	  
Maraston	  &	  Stromback	  (2011)	  

TP-‐AGB	  (‘fuel	  consump8on’	  
technique’)	  

Thomas,	  Maraston,	  Bender	  (2003) variable	  element	  abundance	  
ra8os 

Vazdekis	  series:	  Vazdekis	  et	  al.	  (1996,	  2010)	  	   high-‐resolu8on	  empirical	  
spectra,	  MILES 

STARBURST99	  (Leitherer	  et	  al.	  1999,	  2010;	  
Vazquez	  &	  Leitherer	  2005)	  	  

PEGASE	  (Fioc	  &	  Rocca-‐Volmerange	  1997,	  1999)	  	  

POPSTAR	  (Molla,	  Garcıa-‐Vargas	  &	  Bressan	  2009)	  	  

FSPS	  (Conroy,	  Gunn	  &	  White	  2009;	  Conroy	  &	  
Gunn	  2010;	  Conroy,	  White	  &	  Gunn	  2010)	  	  

flexible	  	  
(github.com/cconroy20/fsps)	  

Yunnan-‐II	  (Zhang	  et	  al.	  2004,	  2005,	  …) binary	  interac8ons 
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Binary	  interac8ons:	  	  
-‐-‐-‐	  luminous	  hot	  starsé;	  	  
-‐-‐-‐	  the	  number	  of	  giant	  starsê(K-‐band,	  large	  
radius,	  RLOFé)	  .	  	  

-‐-‐-‐	  bluer	  colours,	  	  
-‐-‐-‐	  larger	  (M/L)K.	  	  	  

-‐-‐-‐	  t,	  Z*é	  (colours	  redder	  when	  Z*,	  t	  é)	  	  
-‐-‐-‐	  M*é	  (larger	  (M/L)K)	  
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Figure 11. Comparison of isochrones among our results (dots), BC03
(dashed line) and M05 (dot–dashed line). The age τ = 10 Gyr and metallicity
Z = 0.0001 and 0.02.

from Fig. 8, we see that the number of these stars in M05 models is
smaller than that in our models.

3.2.2 Other magnitudes

In general, U, B, V , R, I, J, H, K, L, L2 and M magnitudes increase
with age. Their variation with metallicity is in accordance with
the following rule: in the blue end, U, B, V magnitudes increase
significantly with metallicity (called U-type), R and I magnitudes
also increase with metallicity, but this is insignificant for Z < 0.0003
at all ages, τ > 10 Gyr for R and τ > 6 Gyr for I magnitudes at
Z < 0.001 (called R-type); in the red end, M magnitude decreases
with metallicity (called M-type); in the J, H, K, L, L2 passbands,
the magnitude curves transit gradually from R- to M-type with
increasing wavelength (called J-type). For the sake of size and
clarity, in Fig. 9 we only give U, B, V , R, J, K and M magnitudes
except for BOL for Models A and B only at Z = 0.02, 0.004 and
0.0001.

The difference in X (= U, B, . . . , M) magnitude between Models
A and B, "X (= XA − XB), is positive at all metallicities and ages ex-
cept that in U magnitude at age τ ≤ 3 Gyr and Z ≥ 0.01. This means
that the ratio of the integrated flux in the X passband (f X,A/f X,B =
10−0.4"X) is less than 1, while in the U passband it is greater than
1 at age τ ≤ 3 Gyr and Z ≥ 0.01. For the sake of size, in Fig. 10
we only give "U, "B, "V , "R and "I except for "BOL at Z =
0.0001, 0.003, 0.001, 0.004, 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03. From Fig. 10, we
see that "U, "B and "V increase with age; at Z ≤ 0.004 they
decrease with Z while at Z > 0.004 they increase with Z (similar
to the variation of m⋆ with metallicity), i.e. the ratios of the U-,
B- and V-fluxes of Models A to B (f X,A/f X,B) decrease with age,
increase with Z at low metallicities and decrease with Z at high
metallicities. The lower flux ratio at late ages and low metallicities
is because U-, B-, V-light is mainly dominated by MS stars; from
Fig. 11 we see that at low metallicities and late ages the number
of luminous MS stars tends to decrease. From Fig. 10, we also see
that "R and "I increase with age (only significant at high metal-
licities) and decrease with Z at age τ ≤ 10 Gyr; this is because R-
and I-light is partly contributed by GB stars, at low metallicities

and late ages the temperature range spanned by GB stars is narrow
(see Fig. 2), the difference in the distribution of GB stars in the HR
diagram caused by the differences in age and metallicity is small,
so the discrepancies in R and I magnitudes between Models A and
B are insignificant. The differences "J, "H, "K, "L and "M are
independent of age and metallicity (ranges from ∼0.1 to 0.2 mag –
at high metallicity they increase with age). If the sensitive param-
eter "X/(dτ/τ )

"X/(dZ/Z) (X = U,B, . . . , M) is greater than 1, X magnitude
is sensitive to the metallicity of populations (Worthey 1994). From
Fig. 10, we see that BIs make the V magnitude less sensitive to age,
and the R and I magnitudes more sensitive to metallicity.

In Fig. 9, we also give the U, B, V , R, J and K magnitudes of
BC03-S, BC03-C, M05-S and M05-K at solar metallicity. Note
that BC03 used Busers’ system for U, B (B3) and V, Cousins’
system for R (Bessell 1983) and the Two Micron All Sky Survey
(2MASS) system for J and K magnitudes. By comparison, we find
that U, B, V , R, J and K magnitudes of BC03-S, BC03-C, M05-S
and M05-K are greater than the corresponding ones of Models A
and B at solar metallicity. The results of M05-K are the closest to
ours.

3.3 Mass-to-light ratios

In this section, we present the stellar mass-to-light ratios for var-
ious light. First, the ratio of stellar mass to bolometric luminosity
log(m⋆/LBOL) increases with age and metallicity. At age τ ≥ 5 Gyr,
the difference among Z = 0.0001, 0.0003 and 0.001 is smaller,
and at age τ < 5 Gyr the discrepancy between Z = 0.0001 and
0.0003 becomes insignificant. For the sake of clarity, in the top left
panel of Fig. 12, we give them only at Z = 0.02, 0.004 and 0.0001.
The log(m⋆/LBOL) increases with age and metallicity mean that
less light can be emitted by a given mass with increasing age and
metallicity. The ratio of stellar mass to luminosity in the X pass-
band [log(m⋆/LX), X = U, B, . . . , M] also increases with age, and
the variation with metallicity is similar to that of X magnitude, i.e.
satisfies U-, R-, J-type to M-type with increasing wavelength. For
the sake of size and clarity, in Fig. 12 we only give the ratios of
stellar mass to U-, B-, V-, R- and K-light except for log(m⋆/LBOL)
for Models A and B only at Z = 0.02, 0.004 and 0.0001.

The log(m⋆/LBOL) of Model A is larger than that of Model B at
all ages and metallicities, i.e. Model A can produce less light than
Model B for a given mass. The discrepancy in the ratio of mass-to-
bolometric luminosity between Models A and B, "log(m⋆/LBOL)
[≡ log(m⋆/LBOL)A − log(m⋆/LBOL)B], increases with age and is
independent of metallicity (see the top left panel of Fig. 13). The
ratio of (FBOL/m⋆) of Model A to B [= 10−"log(m⋆/LBOL)] ranges
from ∼0.94 to 0.97. Comparing with the bolometric flux ratio
(FBOL,A/FBOL,B, ∼ 0.93–0.87), it is greater because less mass of
Model A offsets this effect.

The log(m⋆/LU) and log(m⋆/LB) of Model A are less than the
corresponding ones for Model B at all ages and τ ≤ 6 Gyr at
high metallicities, respectively (top right and middle left panels
of Fig. 13). That is, Model A can produce more U- and B-light than
Model B at these age and metallicity ranges. Also, the differences
in the ratios of stellar mass to U- and B-light between Models A
and B, "log(m⋆/LU) and "log(m⋆/LB), increase with age, decrease
with Z at Z ≤ 0.004, and increase with Z at Z > 0.004 (similar to
the variation of m⋆, "U, "B and "V with Z). For other mass-to-
light ratios, Model A has larger values than those of Model B. The
differences in the ratios of stellar mass to V-, R- and I-light between
Models A and B, "log(m⋆/LV), "log(m⋆/LR) and "log(m⋆/LI),
increase with age at high metallicity and decrease with Z at early

C⃝ 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2009 RAS, MNRAS 396, 276–290

Comparison	  in	  the	  (M/L)K	  for	  SPs	  
with	  (green)	  and	  without	  (red)	  
binaries	  at	  Z	  =	  0.0001-‐	  0.03	  (from	  
bo>om	  to	  top,	  shited	  by	  a	  
different	  amount). 
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Figure 14. The integrated colours for Models A and B only at Z = 0.02, 0.004 and 0.0001. Values obtained by BC03-S, BC03-C, M05-S and M05-K at solar
metallicity are also shown. Especially, in the V − K diagram the results of B07 at solar metallicity are shown (dash-dot-dot-dot line). The symbols have the
same meaning as in Fig. 9.
⋆Note that V − K, I − K and H − K colours of BC03 are obtained by V − [J − (J − K)], V − (V − I) − [J − (J − K)] and (J − K) − (J − H), respectively,
and R − I, I − K, J − K colours of M05 are obtained by using the corresponding magnitudes.

differences in those colours involving IR passbands are larger. These
differences are partly caused by the difference of the filter definition
used by each model. Using the J, H and K definition in different
systems (2MASS; Johnson–Cousins; IR filter+Palomar 200 IR de-
tectors+atmosphere), we have transformed the ISEDs of BC03 to
J, H and K magnitudes at solar metallicity. By comparison, we find
that the differences in the filter definition can cause discrepancies of
∼0.03, 0.04 and 0.05 mag in J, H and K magnitudes. This will lead
to significant differences in J − H, H − K and J − K colours be-
cause from Fig. 14 we see that at solar metallicity the variation of J
− H, H − K and J − K colours from 3 to 15 Gyr is only ∼0.04|0.04,
0.02|0.03 and 0.04|0.08 mag for BC03 and M05 models. Moreover,
both the difference of the distribution of cooler stars in the HR dia-
gram, which is caused by the different stellar evolutionary models
and the different treatments of TPAGB stars, and the difference in
the spectral libraries cause the differences in those colours involv-
ing IR passbands. So, great progress in stellar evolutionary models
and spectral libraries is needed. We must be cautious when only IR
results are used.

3.4.1 Colour–age relations by comparing with Magellanic Cloud
and NGC 7252

Combining the results for BSPs of age τ < 1 Gyr, which are pre-
sented in our web site or can be requested from the first author, we
compare our model results with Magellanic Cloud (MC) GCs with
the type of Searale, Wilkinson & Bagnuolo (1980, hereafter SWB)
in the range 3–7 and young star clusters in the merger remnant
galaxy NGC 7252 in (B − V) versus (U − B) (Fig. 16) and (B −
V) versus (V − K) (Fig. 17) diagrams. These GCs have known age
and can be used to check the colour–age relations. Also, in Figs 16
and 17 we plot the values of BC03-S, BC03-C, M05-S and M05-K.
The data of MC GCs are from van den Bergh (1981) for (U − B)
and (B − V), from Persson et al. (1983) for (V − K) and from
Frogel, Mould & Blanco (1990) for the SWB-type. The reddening
E(B − V) is taken either from Persson et al. (1983) or from Schlegel,
Finkbeiner & Davis (1998). The data of young star clusters in the
merger remnant galaxy NGC 7252 are from Miller et al. (1997) and
Maraston et al. (2001).

C⃝ 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2009 RAS, MNRAS 396, 276–290

Z	  =	  0.02,	  0.04	  and	  0.0001.	  
Also	  shown	  are	  the	  
results	  of	  BC03-‐S	  (dashed,	  
thick),	  BC03-‐C	  (dashed,	  
thin),	  M05-‐S	  (dot–
dashed,	  thick)	  and	  M05-‐K	  
(dot–dashed,	  thin)	  	  
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Binary	  interac8ons:	  Naked	  Helium	  stars,	  105K,	  at	  
intermediate	  ages	  (t~107-‐108yr).	  
Our	  results,	  for	  the	  UV	  spectra	  shortwards	  of	  
Lyman	  limit:	  	  
-‐-‐-‐	  the	  UV	  flux	  is	  raised	  by	  105	  ;	  	  
-‐-‐-‐	  the	  spectrum	  hardness	  is	  raised.	  Zhang	  et	  al.	  (2013)	  MNRAS	  	  	  	  	  	   
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Figure 3. The stellar (solid line) and nebular (dotted line) spectra of the
burst galaxy type (SP) at an age of log t/yr = 7.5 for Models A-MS79
(black+rectangles) and B-MS79 (red+circles).

give the evolution of log(Q(H)) for burst, E, S0–Sc and Sd galaxy
types. From it, we see that the log(Q(H)) of Model A-MS79 is
significantly greater than that of Model B-MS79 for bursts in the
age range 6.7 ! log t/yr !8.4, the difference in log(Q(H)) reaching
∼2 dex at an age of log t/yr = 7.5. For E–S0–Sd galaxy types, binary
interactions also can raise log(Q(H)) when log t/yr " 6.7.

The raise of Q(H) is caused by the fact that binary interactions
increment the UV spectrum at the corresponding ages. In Fig. 3,
we give the stellar and nebular spectra of the burst galaxy type (SP)
at an age of log t/yr = 7.5 for both Models A-MS79 and B-MS79.
From it, we see that binary interactions not only raise the stellar
spectrum in the UV band, but also the nebular continuum (by an
amount of ∼2 dex).

The higher UV spectrum is caused by more hotter stars produced
by binary interactions. In Fig. 4, we give the distribution of stars in
log Teff–log g plane for bursts (SPs) at an age of log t/yr = 7.2 for

Figure 5. The evolution of a binary system (M1 = 13.97 M⊙, M2 =
5.44 M⊙ and P = 28.0 d) from ZAMS to the end of helium burning. Black
and red symbols are for the primary and the secondary, respectively. The red
open circles denote the positions at an age of log t/yr = 7.2, corresponding
to time in Fig. 4.

Models A-MS79 and B-MS79. From the left-hand panel, we can
see that binary interactions (i.e. Model A-MS79) indeed produce
some hotter helium stars (log Teff ∼ 4.9 and log g ∼ 5.8). These
helium stars are originated from those binary systems for which the
primaries have evolved from the giant branch (GB; core-helium-
burning) phase to the helium main-sequence (HeMS) phase due to
the mass loss of the primaries. In Fig. 5, we give the evolution of
such a binary system from zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) to the
end of helium burning in the log Teff–log L plane. From it, we see
that the primary would evolve from GB to HeMS phase due to the
mass loss, and the luminosity of the secondary increases rapidly
due to the mass increase. In general, these binary systems have
relatively large mass ratio q (>0.2) and small orbital period (P).

To quantitatively analyse the effect of binary interactions on
the calibration factor between SFR and LHα , we give a fitting

Figure 4. The distribution of stars in the log Teff–log g plane for the burst galaxy type (SP) at an age of log t/yr = 7.2. In each panel, black and red symbols
are for considering (i.e. Model A-X) and neglecting (i.e. Model B-X) binary interactions. Left- and right-hand panels are for Models A/B-MS79 and A/B-S55,
respectively.

C⃝ 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 421, 743–759
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2012 RAS
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Table 2. Logarithmic number-abundance ratios of the elements with respect to hydrogen
[

log
(

nX
nH

)

Z′
⊙

]
and logarithmic element-depletion factors [log(DX)]

at solar metallicity Z′
⊙ = 0.016.

X H He C N O Ne Na Mg Al Si S Cl Ar Ca Fe Ni

log
(

nX
nH

)

Z′
⊙

0.00 −1.01 −3.59 −4.22 −3.34 −3.91 −5.75 −4.47 −5.61 −4.49 −4.79 −6.40 −5.20 −5.64 −4.55 −5.68

log (DX) 0.00 0.00 −0.15 −0.23 −0.21 0.00 −1.00 −1.08 −1.39 −0.81 −0.08 −1.00 0.00 −2.52 −1.31 −2.00

Table 3. Emission line strength ratios and grids analysed in this work.

[O III] λ5007 / [O II] λ3727′c1,d1 [S III] λ9069′c6 / [S II] λ6716′c4,d1,d2 [S II] λ6716 / [S II] λ6731d3 [O II] λ3727 / [O II] λ7325d4

[N II] λ6548′c3 / [N II] λ5755d4 [S III] λ9069′c6 / [S III] λ6312d4 [S II] λ6716′c4 / [S II] λ4072d4 [O II] λ3727 / [O II] λ7320′c5,d5

[O III] λ4959′c2 / [O III] λ4363d6 [N II] λ6583 / [O II] λ3727′c1,d7 [N II] λ6583 / [S II] λ6716′c4,d7,d8 [O III] λ4959′ / (R23*Hβ)d9

R23
c7,d7,d10 S23

c8,d7 N2
c9, d7, d11 O3N2

c10, d7, d11

[O II] λ7320′c5,d12 [O II] λ3727d12 [O III] λ4959′c2,d13

Notes beginning with ‘c’ have definitions: c1[O II] λ3727′ = [O II] λ3727 + 3729 c2[O III] λ4959′ = [O III] λ4959 + 5007 c3[N II] λ6548′ =
[N II] λ6548 + 6583 c4[S II] λ6716′ = [S II] λ6716 + 6731 c5[O II] λ7320′ = [O II] λ7320 + 7331 c6[S III] λ9069′ = [S III] λ9069 + 9532 c7R23
= [O II] λ3727′ + [O III] λ4959′/Hβ c8S23 = [S II] λ6716′ + [S III] λ9069′/Hβ c9N2 = [N II] λ6583/Hα c10O3N2 = [O III] λ5007/Hβ / [N II]
λ6583/Hα Notes beginning with ‘d’ denote which parameter it is sensitive to: d1 U (KD02, M) d2better d3 ne (I06, f) d4 Te (B05) d5

Te, O2 (I06) d6 Te, O3 (I06, f(ne)) d7 Z (KD02, M) d8 Z (D06, M) d9 Z (P05, O) d10 Z (P01, O) d11 Z (PP04, O) d12 O2 +/H+ (I06, f(Te,
ne)) d13 O+/H+ (I06, f(Te)) Abbreviations in parentheses are as follows: I06: Izotov et al. (2006); KD02: Kewley & Dopita (2002); P01:
Pilyugin (2001); P05: Pilyugin & Thuan (2005); PP04: Pettini & Pagel (2004); M: photoionization models; O: observation; f: function; Other
notes: O3N2 of d7 is multiplied by Hβ/Hα

In total, we calculate 8190 models in this study (Table 1). Two
sets of SP radiation fields, from Yunnan-II EPS models with and
without BIs, are used as the CISs. For each set of EPS models,
we choose 39 age values [6.3 ≤ log(t/yr) ≤ 10.18 in steps of
0.1/0.08 or 0.2] and all metallicity values (Z = 0.0001, 0.0003,
0.001, 0.004, 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03). Given a radiation field, five
log U values (−4.0, −3.0, −2.0, −1.0 and 0.) and three nH values
(10, 100 and 350 cm−3) are used.

3 R ESULTS

In this section, we will show that radiation fields emitted by IA SPs
[7 ! log(t/yr) ! 8] with binaries are in theory possible candidates
as significant CISs of classic H II regions and show other resultant
features. This work will include various emission lines, constituent
lines, line strength ratios and grids sensitive to metallicity (Z), elec-
tron temperature (Te), electron density (ne) and ionization parameter
(U) (Table 3, compiled from the literature). In total, we calculate
8190 models (Section 2.3), with different values of U, nH, Z and t
and differing in whether BIs are taken into account.

The conjecture, that radiation fields of IA SPs with BIs are pos-
sible candidates as significant CISs of H II regions, is based on the
facts that the inclusion of BIs can produce some hot [log(Teff/K) ∼ 5]
and luminous He MS stars at intermediate ages (see fig. 4 of Zhang
et al. 2012, hereafter Z12) and that this kind of object makes the UV
and EUV spectra harder. In Fig. 1, we give the spectrum evolution
(91 ≤ λ/Å ! 1100) of SPs with and without BIs at Z = 0.02. The
SP age is within log(t/yr) = 5.1–10.18. From this, the following
phenomena can be seen:

(i) When log(t/yr) ! t1 (= 6.8–7.0 for Z = 10−3–0.02) or "t2

(= 7.8–7.7 for Z = 10−3–0.02), the evolution of EUV spectra is
similar between SPs with and without BIs. When log(t/yr) ! t0

(= 6.6), they are soft and then become hard until t1. Note that
some photoionization models (such as Dop00, Kew01, etc.) used
the spectra of SPs at ages of ∼t1. When log(t/yr) " t2, the EUV

Figure 1. Spectrum evolution (91 ≤ λ/Å ! 1100) for SPs with (left panel)
and without (right panel) BIs at Z = 0.02. In each panel, 45 values of age are
included. Each colour comprises five age values, and the age steps are 0.2
and 0.1/0.08 when log(t/yr) ≤ 6.5 and >6.5. By order of SP age, the lines are
black [log(t/yr) = 5.1–5.9], red (6.1–6.7), green (6.8–7.2), blue (7.3–7.7),
cyan (7.8–8.2), magenta (8.3–8.7), yellow (8.8–9.2), orange (9.3–9.7) and
light-green (9.8–10.18).

spectra are hard but their strengths are far less than young SPs (like
the conclusion by Kannan et al. 2014).

(ii) When t1 ! log(t/yr) ! t2, the EUV spectra are completely
different. The spectra of SPs without BIs are soft and their strengths
are low, while for those with BIs, the opposite holds and their
spectrum slope approaches that for young SPs.

The reason for the differences in Fig. 1 can be seen in Sections 3
(second paragraph) and 4. In the following analyses, we focus only
on early and intermediate ages.

3.1 Possibility: SPs with BIs are significant CISs

In this section, we will present the effect of BIs on various line
strengths and strength ratios and show in theory the possibility that
radiation fields of IA SPs with BIs are significant CISs of H II

regions.
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Table 2. Logarithmic number-abundance ratios of the elements with respect to hydrogen
[

log
(

nX
nH

)

Z′
⊙

]
and logarithmic element-depletion factors [log(DX)]

at solar metallicity Z′
⊙ = 0.016.

X H He C N O Ne Na Mg Al Si S Cl Ar Ca Fe Ni

log
(

nX
nH

)

Z′
⊙

0.00 −1.01 −3.59 −4.22 −3.34 −3.91 −5.75 −4.47 −5.61 −4.49 −4.79 −6.40 −5.20 −5.64 −4.55 −5.68

log (DX) 0.00 0.00 −0.15 −0.23 −0.21 0.00 −1.00 −1.08 −1.39 −0.81 −0.08 −1.00 0.00 −2.52 −1.31 −2.00

Table 3. Emission line strength ratios and grids analysed in this work.
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[O III] λ4959′c2 / [O III] λ4363d6 [N II] λ6583 / [O II] λ3727′c1,d7 [N II] λ6583 / [S II] λ6716′c4,d7,d8 [O III] λ4959′ / (R23*Hβ)d9

R23
c7,d7,d10 S23

c8,d7 N2
c9, d7, d11 O3N2

c10, d7, d11

[O II] λ7320′c5,d12 [O II] λ3727d12 [O III] λ4959′c2,d13

Notes beginning with ‘c’ have definitions: c1[O II] λ3727′ = [O II] λ3727 + 3729 c2[O III] λ4959′ = [O III] λ4959 + 5007 c3[N II] λ6548′ =
[N II] λ6548 + 6583 c4[S II] λ6716′ = [S II] λ6716 + 6731 c5[O II] λ7320′ = [O II] λ7320 + 7331 c6[S III] λ9069′ = [S III] λ9069 + 9532 c7R23
= [O II] λ3727′ + [O III] λ4959′/Hβ c8S23 = [S II] λ6716′ + [S III] λ9069′/Hβ c9N2 = [N II] λ6583/Hα c10O3N2 = [O III] λ5007/Hβ / [N II]
λ6583/Hα Notes beginning with ‘d’ denote which parameter it is sensitive to: d1 U (KD02, M) d2better d3 ne (I06, f) d4 Te (B05) d5

Te, O2 (I06) d6 Te, O3 (I06, f(ne)) d7 Z (KD02, M) d8 Z (D06, M) d9 Z (P05, O) d10 Z (P01, O) d11 Z (PP04, O) d12 O2 +/H+ (I06, f(Te,
ne)) d13 O+/H+ (I06, f(Te)) Abbreviations in parentheses are as follows: I06: Izotov et al. (2006); KD02: Kewley & Dopita (2002); P01:
Pilyugin (2001); P05: Pilyugin & Thuan (2005); PP04: Pettini & Pagel (2004); M: photoionization models; O: observation; f: function; Other
notes: O3N2 of d7 is multiplied by Hβ/Hα

In total, we calculate 8190 models in this study (Table 1). Two
sets of SP radiation fields, from Yunnan-II EPS models with and
without BIs, are used as the CISs. For each set of EPS models,
we choose 39 age values [6.3 ≤ log(t/yr) ≤ 10.18 in steps of
0.1/0.08 or 0.2] and all metallicity values (Z = 0.0001, 0.0003,
0.001, 0.004, 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03). Given a radiation field, five
log U values (−4.0, −3.0, −2.0, −1.0 and 0.) and three nH values
(10, 100 and 350 cm−3) are used.

3 R ESULTS

In this section, we will show that radiation fields emitted by IA SPs
[7 ! log(t/yr) ! 8] with binaries are in theory possible candidates
as significant CISs of classic H II regions and show other resultant
features. This work will include various emission lines, constituent
lines, line strength ratios and grids sensitive to metallicity (Z), elec-
tron temperature (Te), electron density (ne) and ionization parameter
(U) (Table 3, compiled from the literature). In total, we calculate
8190 models (Section 2.3), with different values of U, nH, Z and t
and differing in whether BIs are taken into account.

The conjecture, that radiation fields of IA SPs with BIs are pos-
sible candidates as significant CISs of H II regions, is based on the
facts that the inclusion of BIs can produce some hot [log(Teff/K) ∼ 5]
and luminous He MS stars at intermediate ages (see fig. 4 of Zhang
et al. 2012, hereafter Z12) and that this kind of object makes the UV
and EUV spectra harder. In Fig. 1, we give the spectrum evolution
(91 ≤ λ/Å ! 1100) of SPs with and without BIs at Z = 0.02. The
SP age is within log(t/yr) = 5.1–10.18. From this, the following
phenomena can be seen:

(i) When log(t/yr) ! t1 (= 6.8–7.0 for Z = 10−3–0.02) or "t2

(= 7.8–7.7 for Z = 10−3–0.02), the evolution of EUV spectra is
similar between SPs with and without BIs. When log(t/yr) ! t0

(= 6.6), they are soft and then become hard until t1. Note that
some photoionization models (such as Dop00, Kew01, etc.) used
the spectra of SPs at ages of ∼t1. When log(t/yr) " t2, the EUV

Figure 1. Spectrum evolution (91 ≤ λ/Å ! 1100) for SPs with (left panel)
and without (right panel) BIs at Z = 0.02. In each panel, 45 values of age are
included. Each colour comprises five age values, and the age steps are 0.2
and 0.1/0.08 when log(t/yr) ≤ 6.5 and >6.5. By order of SP age, the lines are
black [log(t/yr) = 5.1–5.9], red (6.1–6.7), green (6.8–7.2), blue (7.3–7.7),
cyan (7.8–8.2), magenta (8.3–8.7), yellow (8.8–9.2), orange (9.3–9.7) and
light-green (9.8–10.18).

spectra are hard but their strengths are far less than young SPs (like
the conclusion by Kannan et al. 2014).

(ii) When t1 ! log(t/yr) ! t2, the EUV spectra are completely
different. The spectra of SPs without BIs are soft and their strengths
are low, while for those with BIs, the opposite holds and their
spectrum slope approaches that for young SPs.

The reason for the differences in Fig. 1 can be seen in Sections 3
(second paragraph) and 4. In the following analyses, we focus only
on early and intermediate ages.

3.1 Possibility: SPs with BIs are significant CISs

In this section, we will present the effect of BIs on various line
strengths and strength ratios and show in theory the possibility that
radiation fields of IA SPs with BIs are significant CISs of H II

regions.
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Photons	  blow	  912Å,	  
-‐-‐-‐ionize	  surrounding	  gas,	  be	  absorbed	  by	  dust,	  
producing	  emission	  lines,	  move	  the	  UV	  
luminosity	  to	  the	  IR	  passband.	  
	  
Yunnan-‐II	  +	  MAPPING	  photoioniza8on	  code	  
	  
	  

 

Zhang	  et	  al.	  (2015)	  MNRAS 
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BPT	  diagram	  when	  using	  log	  (t/yr)	  =	  6.3	  (let)	  
and	  7.5	  SPs	  (right)	  with	  (red,	  solid	  line)	  and	  
without	  (black,	  dashed	  line)	  BIs	  for	  nH	  =	  100	  cm
−3.	   

b.	  Zgasê:	  moves	  towards	  the	  upper-‐right	  corner;	  
criterion:	  AGN/star-‐forming	  galaxies;	  central	  
ionizing	  source	  of	  HII	  regions:	  IA	  +	  young	  SPs 

20	  Dec.	  2016－KCK8	  (Kunming) 

a. SFRê: Lhaé, c ê [SFR= c Lha] 

Rela8on	  between	  SFR	  and	  LHα	  
(the	  luminosity	  of	  Ha	  
recombinaBon	  line)	  of	  E,	  S0,	  Sa-‐
Sd	  galaxies	  when	  using	  EPS	  
models	  with	  and	  without	  
binaries.	  

Zhang	  et	  al.	  (2012)	  MNRAS 

Zhang	  et	  al.	  (2015)	  MNRAS 



	  
•  Gas-‐cooling	  func8on/

8mescale.	  
•  Except	  H,	  C	  O	  are	  the	  

most	  efficient	  gas-‐cooling	  
species.	  

•  Binary	  interac8ons	  can	  
eject	  more	  C	  &	  O	  into	  ISM	  
(Zhang	  et	  al.	  in	  prep.),	  so	  
accelerate	  gas-‐cooling	  
process	  and	  galaxy	  
evolu8on.	   15 

During	  galaxy	  forma8on	  process,	  gas	  is	  gradually	  cooled	  and	  turned	  into	  stars.	  
The	  cooling	  rate	  of	  halo	  gas	  is	  criBcal	  for	  determining	  how	  much	  fuel	  is	  available	  
to	  form	  stars	  in	  galaxies.	  	  
	  

20	  Dec.	  2016－KCK8	  (Kunming) 

M*	  Z*	  t	  é  

SFR  Zgasê 
Physically?	   

Conclusions: accelerate the 
galaxy evolution. SF is rapider at 
early ages/more active; slower at late 
ages/quieter.  

Wang	  et	  al.	  (2017)	  in	  prep. 
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See	  the	  paper	  of	  Zhuang	  et	  al.	  
2015	  MNRAS	  446	  4260,	  for	  full	  
details. 

Two	  problems:	  
	  
l  Why	  GCs	  lie	  beyond	  the	  model	  coverage	  on	  

the	  Lick-‐Lick/IDS	  index	  diagram?	  Walcher	  
(2011	  Ap&SS	  review)	  listed	  three	  reasons:	  
–  Dynamical	  evolu8on	  of	  the	  clusters;	  
–  Exo8c	  stars;	  
–  Finite	  number	  of	  stars	  (fi~ng	  the	  current	  

MF).	  	  
In	  the	  dynamical	  EPS	  models,	  finite	  number	  of	  
stars	  is	  the	  main	  reason.	  

	  
l  What	  leads	  to	  the	  difference	  in	  the	  GCs’	  

dynamical	  evolu8on	  among	  different	  
metallici8es?	  Downing	  (2012)	  thought	  it	  is	  
caused	  by	  the	  energy	  provided	  by	  black	  hole.	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  We	  remove	  stars	  Mi>10Msun	  (BH).	  The	  results	  
show	  that	  there	  is	  no	  significant	  difference.	  	  
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第五章 动力学演化对球状星团积分特性的影响 35

图 5.1: 五张图依次为观测的到的球状星团的在现有星族合成模型BC03中理论

得到的Hβ、HγA、HδF、HγA 与HδF 谱指数和[MgFe]′谱指数的网格上面的分

布，此图截取自zhang et al. (2012)。图中实线为现有星族合成理论得到的简

单星族的等年龄的网格，其对应的年龄由上到下依次为：1、2、4、5、8、10、

12和15Gyr；虚线为等金属丰度的网格，其对应的金属丰度由左至右依次为：

2.3、1.7、0.7、0.4、0.0和0.4。

其中1、3、4三种途径都会导致小质量星的优先流失，这将造成星团质量函

数的改变。表5.2显示了每个模型在15Gyr时的恒星数目、双星比例以及质量。

我们可以看出，仅考虑恒星演化的模型在15Gyr损失了大约三分之一的质

量（见b组），而a组包含动力学演化的模型中损失了大约4/5的质量（见a组、

c组）。

目前普遍认为典型的球状星团年龄为12Gyr左右，但是一些研究工作者在

使用Lick谱指数方法确认球状星团年龄时，发现在现有的星族合成模型中利

用Hβ谱指数研究球状星团年龄时，往往会得到大于14Gyr的年龄，球状星团会

落在Hβ谱指数的网格之外而得到超过14Gyr的球状星团年龄，即所谓的“零

Zhang	  et	  al.	  2012	  MNRAS	  421	  
1678 
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Take	  home	  messages 
Galaxies:	  	  
The	  inclusion	  of	  binaries	  can	  accelerate	  gas-‐cooling	  process	  (in	  progress)	  
and	  the	  evolu8on	  of	  galaxies.	  
	  
GCs:	  
1)	  The	  main	  reason	  that	  GCs	  lie	  beyond	  the	  model	  coverage	  on	  the	  lick-‐lick	  
index	  diagram:	  finite	  number	  of	  stars;	  
2)	  BHs	  existence	  can	  not	  explain	  the	  difference	  in	  the	  GCs’	  dynamical	  
evolu8on	  among	  different	  metallici8es.	  
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